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PROGRAM
HEITOR VILLA LOBOS
(1887-1957)

ALBERTO GINASTERA
(1916-1983)

QUARTET #1
uThe Little Brazilian Suite,,
QUARTET #1 Op. 20
Allegro violento ed adagio
Vivacissimo
Calmo e poetico
A/Jegramente rustico

INTERMISSION
FRANZ SCHUBERT
(1791-1828)

QUINTET IN C, 0.956 (Op. 163)
Allegro ma non troppo
Adagio
Scherzo: Presto-Trio: Andante sostenuto
Allegretto
with Mr. Dennis Parker

The Cuarteto Latinoamericano records for the Elan label.
The Cuarteto Latinoamericano is the Resident Quartet at Summerfest in Pittsburgh, at Carnegie Mellon University,
and at the San Miguel de Allende Chamber Music Festival in Mexico.
The Cuarteto Latinoamericano is represented by Ann Summers International, Toronto and Rome.
Photographing and sound recording are prohibited.
We further request that audible paging devices not be used during performances.
Paging arrangements may be made with ushers.
If it is anticipated that tickets will not be used, subscribers are encouraged to turn them in for resale.
This is a tax-deductible donation. Call 285-5400.
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PROGRAM NOTES
HECTOR VILLA LOBOS

ALBERTO EVARISTO GINASTERA

(1887-1957)

(1916-1983)

STRING QUARTET #I

STRING QUARTET #1, OP. 20

Born in Rio de Janeiro , Heitor Villa Lobos received a
perfunctory education on the cello from his father and from
Benno Weiderberger at Rio 's National Music Institute. Destined
for a career in medicine, the young Heitor was more frequently
fou nd in Rio 's night -spots, absorbing the exciting idioms of
Brazilian popular music. Teaching himself the guitar, he joined
the wandering street bands called choroes. wh ich he later immortalized in the choro as compositional form for various ensembles
and instrumental voices, of which only fourteen are extant.

Educated entirely in Argentina from the age o f seven ,
Ginastera bega n composi ng at fourteen bu t destroyed all the
works earlier than the ballet Panambi, dat ing fro m 1936, the suite
from wh ich established his national repu ta tion at its prem iere the
following year .

His fascination for indigenous music culminated in 1905
when he set out to wander northern Brazil to study the various
native folk and popular idioms, much as Bartok did in Central
Europe. The result of his journey was the development of a ·
personal aesthetic which combined such disparate influences as
Rio street music, Brazilian cabaret pop, native Indian folkloric
forms, and even the natural sounds of the rain forests, with the
disciplines of more orthodox European forms. The popular
Bochianas Brasileiras were intended as homages to both the
Baroque master and the composer's own musical roots .

During the Juan Peron regime, Ginastera 's star was in
official eclipse and he spent most of that period abroad , including
a two-year self-imposed exile in the United States .

In his article on the iconoclastic composer in the New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Luis Heitor Correa de
Azevedo sums up VillaLobos' achievement thusly:

The great strength of his music is its spontaneity... This very
freshness can persuade the most learned listener as well as
the most naive. producing its effect through colour. rhythmic
energy. and the simple beauty of its melodies. but above all
through its magical sonorities which, even in chamber or
choral pieces, give the impression of an orchestral brilliance.
The Quartet 11, the first of seventeen written
between 1915 and 1957, was composed right after the composer's
first visit to Europe. Subtitled "The Little Brazilian Suite," its six
movements are based on native Brazilian dances and mark the
first of many attempts Villa Lobos would make to fuse
homegrown idioms with European forms .

H is international reputation was secured wit h Estancia. the
1941 ballet depicting Argentine life created for Lincoln Kirstein's
American Ballet Caravan .

His music was readily received abroad, though the operas
Bomano and Beatrice Cenci were condemned for their sexuality
and sensationalism (the former was labelled " Porno in Belcanto"
and banned for five years in Buenos Aires .)
Ginastera 's music is easily divided into Nationalistic and nonNationalistic, with the former still further differentiated between
what he called "objective" and "subjective" nationalism .

Estancia is the foremost example of the "objective," that is,
full of obvious quotations of Argentine folkloric music, specifically the ..gauchesco" style, evoking the pampas and the ethos of
the gaucho or Argentine cowboy.
The Quartet I 1, which was premiered in Buenos Aires in
1949, is Oike his popular Variaciones concertantes) an example of
"subjective nationalism ." The influences of Argentine music,
especially "the rhythms and melodic motifs of the music of the
pampas," are ever-present without any explicit references .
For example, one can hear echoes of the gauchesco style in
the energetic rhythms of the first movement, while the second
movement evokes the malambo. a rural dance from the pampas.
The third movement's harmonies are generated by a chord formed
by strumming the open strings of the guitar, the quintessential
Latin folk instrument.

FRANZ SCHUBERT
(1791-1828)

STRING QUINTET INC, D.956 (Op. 163)
Program annotators are frequently asked which kind of
music is hardest to write about--the familiar or the obscure? For
this writer at least, the hardest assignments have more to do with
personal affinity than with familiarity. Consequently, Schubert 's
Quintet in Cis in the category of most difficult , since the task is
to write objectively (or rationally, at least) about a work with
which one has a profoundly personal, even spiritual, relationship.
It is encouraging that no one who has ever heard the work comes
away without much the same intense response .
On the gravestone of the 19th Century English violinist
James Saunders may be found the initial six measures of the first
movement's haunting second theme with this couplet by
Shakespeare:

So long as men can breathe and eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.
A more contemporary devote wants the second movement
played at his funeral for his own soul's repose. Schubert's quintet
does that to people.

Having mentioned the opening movement's sublime
second subject and the serene second movement, let's
close with this picture of the final movement from Alfred
Einstein's critical biography, Schubert: The Man and His
Music:

It is as if two congenial spirits were strolling
together and as they walk they interrupt each
other to point out new and enchanting beauties
around them, or to draw each other's attention
to string, mysterious things.

CuARTETO
LATINOAMER ICANO
The Cuarteto Latinoamericano, formed in Mexico in
1981, has established an enthusiastic following on three
continents. London's Times described the quartet as
"playing of a richness, a unanimity and an instinct that
surely places it in the first division of string quartets ."

The work was composed in the year 1828, that incredible
final year of the composer's short life as he, lilce Mozart, appears
to be racing against the clock to pour out all the music still inside .

The quartet has recorded most of the string quartets
by Mexican composers, as well as works by Ravel,
Dvorak, Gershwin, and Borodin. They made the highlyacclaimed first digital recording of the Villa Lobos and
Ginastera quartets being performed on this evening's
program .

The quintet is Franz Schubert's very last complete instrumental work, dating from September of the year, begun before but
completed immediately following three equally evocative piano
sonatas (0.958-60). At the same time he was working on some
song settings of poetry by Heine and Rellssab which were
posthumously anthologized as Schwanengesang-Swan Song. The
cycle closes with his last song, the disarmingly gentle
Taubenpost-- Pigeon Post--to a poem by Seidl.

Despite a busy concert schedule they are active in
music education, both in Mexico and in the United
States. Regarding their Resident Artist status at Carnegie
Mellon, The Post Dispatch remarked, "At last Pittsburgh
has a worthy full-time string quartet...their concerts,
exemplary both in programming and performance, are
becoming de rigueur for the city's lovers of chamber
music."

One quality which typifies all these last works-~specially the
C-major Quintet and the B-flat Piano Sonata--is the juxtaposition
of high tragedy and profound sweetness, as if Schubert were
trying to reconcile the painful vision of an inexorable death and
the joyous inevitability of a peaceful heaven after it.

Dennis Parker is Professor of Cello and Coordinator of String Chamber Music at Louisiana State
University in Baton Rouge. He received his musical
education with Channing Robbins of the Juilliard School;
at Indiana University. where he was a pupil of Janos
Starker; and at Yale University where he was a Teaching
Assistant to Aldo Prisot. In 1981, Parker was a prize
winner in the Aldo Prisot International Cello Competition in Sao Paulo, Brazil. He was subsequently invited by
Maestro Eliazar de Carvalho to become solo principal
cellist in the Porto Alegre Orchestra as well as professor
of cello at the Music Conservatory in that city. From
1982 to 1983, Parker appeared frequently as soloist,
recitalist and guest professor at festivals throughout
South America. In 1984, he returned to the U.S. to do
his graduate studies at Yale, where he was cellist for the
Yale Chamber Players and the Music Spectrum Series,
appearing regularly in New Haven, Connecticut and. New
York City. In 1986, Parker joined the cello section of the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, a position he kept two
years. In 1988 he assumed his present position on the
faculty at LSU, and he became principal cellist of the
Baton Rouge Symphony and a member of the Misade
Trio. For the past three years, Parker has been a frequent
guest professor at the Indiana University School of
Music.
Program notes by Ira I. Black

We may be sure that both themes were running in Schubert's
mind. In 1822 he had contracted syphilis which, combined with
poverty and obscurity. caused the lingering and painful decline in
his health from which he could only escape momentarily until his
death at thirty-one. One hears the counterpoised motifs of real
mortality and visionary immortality throughout the music of
those last five years, particularly after Beethoven's death in 1827.
Schubert idolized the master, was a candle-bearer at his funeral
and, on his own deathbed less than a year later. begged to be
buried beside him.
The quintet was the only chamber piece Schubert did not
write for either a commission or for the friends who often were
the only people to play or hear his music during his lifetime. With
no discernible purpose for composing the work except some
personal need for expression, it is doubtful Schubert ever heard it
performed. It wasn't published until 1853. The atypical use of the
second cello is believed to have been inspired by the sonorities
created by the doublebass in the quintets of Schubert's muchadmi'red French contemporary George Onslow.

